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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that Cauchy matrices admit a confluent extension in much the same 
way that confluent Vandermonde matrices (or Cauchy altemants) have confluent 
forms. Cauchy matrices formed from distinct elements have been proved recently to 
be diagonally signed, and this is equivalent to showing that they are complementary 
matrices. We show here that this property extends to the confluent case too. 
The determinants of Cauchy matrices are familiar from Aitken (1967, 
p. 1431, Muir (1906, p. 3451, and Knuth (1977, p. 36). A general n X n 
Cauchy matrix M is defined elementwise by 
1 
M(a,,b,,l;a,,b,,l;...;a,,b,,l)ij:=- 
a, + bj ’ 
i,j = 1,2 ,...,n. (1) 
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In (11, we have assumed that a, z - bj, so that all elements of M are finite, 
and this assumption is tacitly continued. From (11, it follows that a general 
n X n Hermitian Cauchy matrix H is expressible elementwise by 
1 
H(q1;q2;...;qn)ij:= ~ 
77; + 177 ’ 
i,j = 1,2 ,...,n, 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. 
It is known that such as matrix is nonsingular if and only if (ni}rf=l are 
distinct. We introduce the confluent form of such a matrix by “dividing out” 
any singularities that occur; the mathematical specification of the limiting 
procedure is given in (10) et seq. Because confluent matrices arise naturally, 
it is natural to investigate those properties of Cauchy matrices that carry over 
to the general confluent version. 
To introduce the class of confluent Hermitian Cauchy matrices, we start 
with an example of one, namely 
1 1 
e + e* (e+e*)’ 
1 2 
(e + e*)” (e + e*)3 
2 3 
:= 
(e+e*)3 (e+e*)4 
1 1 
d+ e* (d + e*j” 
1 2 
(d+e*)’ (d+e*)3 
2 
(e+e*)3 
3 
(e + e*)” 
6 
(e+e*)5 
2 
(d+e*)3 
3 
(d+e*)4 
1 
e + d* 
1 
(e+ d*)’ 
2 
(e+d*)3 
1 
d+d* 
1 
(d+d*)2 
1 
(e+d*)2 1 
2 
(e+d*)” 
3 
(e+d*)4 
1 
(d+d*)2 
2 
(d + d*)3 
(3) 
Notice that C( e, 3; d, 2) has a rather obvious 3 @ 2 block structure; we write 
in which ~(1.1) ~(1.2) ~(231) , and C(‘,‘) are Hankel submatrices. 
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A general confluent Hermitian Cauchy matrix is defined blockwise as 
CC el,nl;e2,n2;...;et,nt) := 
c(l.1) c(l.2) 
1: ! 
. . . c(1.t) 
(72.1) ccw . . . c(2.t) 11 . > (4) c’t, 1) CW) . . . c(t.t) 
where the entries C(“*p) are n, X np Hankel submatrices, a, p = 1,2,. . . , t. 
Each of these component submatrices in turn is defined elementwise by 
C,qs):=(“:i12)(e~+e~)‘-‘-‘, i=1,2 ,..., na, j=1,2 ,..., flp. 
The class of ordinary Hermitian Cauchy matrices [defined in (2)] is the 
subclass of the class of confluent Cauchy matrices [defined in (4) (5)], 
obtained by taking ni = rz2 = . . . = rat = 1. 
The class of diagonally signed Hermitian matrices was introduced by 
Graves-Morris and Johnson (1989). If an n X n Hermitian matrix H with 
elements H,, has the property that 
signdet H = sign fi Hii 
i=l 
(6) 
both for H, as stated in (6), and for all its principal submatrices, then H is 
said to be a diagonally signed matrix. (Our convention is that sign x = 1, - 1, 
or 0 as x > 0, x < 0, or x = 0 respectively.) For any diagonally signed matrix 
H E JZ”, and any Gram matrix G E Sz, the Hadamard product H 0 G is also 
diagonally signed, and it has the signature of the diagonal part of H. <.& is 
the class of n X n matrices, and 9: is the subclass of L” whose diagonal 
elements are strictly positive.) The fact that ordinary Hermitian Cauchy 
matrices H(T~,~~,. . .,v,), as given by (2), are diagonally signed when 
(nil:= 1 are distinct was stated and used by Graves-Morris and Johnson 
(1989). 
Another interesting property of the class of diagonally signed matrices is 
that any diagonally signed matrix H is similar to a matrix F having canonical 
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complementary form 
in which Fox’) is positive definite and F(z,2) is negative definite; in fact, 
there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
H= PFP-‘. 
Further details are given by Graves-Morris and Johnson (1989). 
The present investigation was motivated by the opportunity it provides 
for extending the (second) row convergence theorem for generalized inverse 
vector-valued Pad6 approximants (Graves-Morris and Saff, 1988) to include 
application to meromorphic functions with higher-order poles, and because it 
exemplifies the theory of matrices having the same inertia (Johnson and 
Rodman, 1985). 
Before stating our main result, we establish a lemma: 
LEMMA. Let C(el,n,;e2,n2;...; e,,n,> be a confluent Cauchy matrix, as 
specijed by (41, (5), in which IeJ:, 1 are distinct. Then 
t 
detC(e,,n,;e,,n,;...;e,,n,)= n 
O=I 
snany 
’ 
(7) 
with the continuing convention that Ilzz8( * ) = 1 if y < P. 
Proof. We start with a result (Aitken, 1967) for the ordinary Hermitian 
Cauchy matrices defined in (2): 
det H(v1,q2,...,q,) = fi -----’ (8) 
Because the double-product factor in (8) is positive when {nil are distinct, it 
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follows that 
signdet H(~i,qs,...,~,) = sign n (77i+77:)’ (9) 
t=l 
Likewise, the result (9) extends trivially to all submatrices of H, and 
therefore H is diagonally signed. 
To describe the confluence, we partition H into blocks of sizes 
nl,n 2,. . . , nt. The principal submatrix of H labeled by (Y has its leading (top 
left) element in row 
p, := nl + n, + . . . + 12,_1 + 1, a=2,3,...,t; 
naturally pr := 1. We consider the limit (denoted simply by Lim) in which 
77 P2 + 77p,+l 
-+ *** + q 
Pz+"z * e2> 
(10) 
We continue to suppose that (qJ are distinct, and divide both sides of (8) by 
P(771,772....’ 77”) ‘= Ii ?i ‘fi 177p,+i - 77po+j12’ (11) 
a-1 is2 j=l 
We define 
A(q1,q2....,17n):= 
H(q1.q2>...,77n) 
P(q1,q27....77J . 
From (8) (lo), (12) we deduce that 
(12) 
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To examine the determinantal form of A(vl. q2.. . . , T,,), we define 
f(x,Y) :=-& 
and then we have 
D”. 1) @a) . . . D&t) 
D’% 1) D(2.2) . . . 
A(77,>772,...~7,) = : : 
D(2.0 
D(t>l) D(t,2) . . . D”. t) 
(14) 
(15) 
where each Dt”,p) is defined elementwise in divided-difference notation 
(Isaacson and Keller, 1966, p. 246; Conte and de Boor, 1980, p. 40) by 
for i = 1 2 . > > ..> n, and j = I,2 ,..., np. The result (15) has been obtained by 
elementary row and column operations on the determinant H, followed by 
division by P. 
On taking the limit (10) in (16), we obtain 
Lim D!“;B) = 
1.1 
= ( _ l)i+jC<q,m 
,,.I ) 
i=1,2 ,..., n,, j=1,2 ,..., np. (17) 
By changing the signs of the even-numbered rows and columns of the 
submatrices of (15), which involves an even number of sign changes, we 
obtain 
LimA(q1,v2,...,n,) =detC(e,,n,;e,,n,;...;e,,n,). (18) 
The result (7) follows horn (13) and (18). n 
REMARK. We use the term confluence to describe the limiting process 
associated with (10) and (12). This process is analogous to that of formation of 
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confluent Vandermonde matrices, which are historically called Cauchy’s 
confluent altemants (Aitken, 1967, p. 126). 
We have an obvious corollary, which is stated without proof: 
COROLLARY 1. 
t 
signdetC(e,,n,;e,,n,;...;e,,n,)=sign I-J (e,+e,*) 4 
a=1 
zz sign fi Cij (19) 
i=l 
provided that (e,} are distinct. 
EXAMPLE. We apply the lemma to evaluate C(e, 3; d,2), expressed in 
(3): 
12 
detC(e,S;d,2)=(e+e*)-‘(d+d*)-” (20) 
and 
signdetC(e,3;d,2)=signRee 
provided e z d. 
The process of confluence defined in (lo)-(12) readily extends to general 
Cauchy matrices: 
EXAMPLE. 
1 1 1 
a+b (a+b)’ a+d 
1 2 1 
M(a,c,2;b,d,l) = ta+ bj2 ta+ bj3 
(a+d)” 
(21) 
1 1 1 
c+b (c+b)’ c+d 
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In a notation which follows naturally from (11, (4), (51, (211, let 
f,,f(‘>‘) M”.” . . . M(‘>‘) 
M’2.1) j@“.“) . . . 
M(a,,b,,n,;a,,b,,n,;...;a,,b,,n,)~= 
M(230 
. > 
M’k 1) M(‘>2) . . . j,,f(‘.‘) 
(22) 
where the submatrices are defined in turn by 
M,!Tb (i -;“)(u~ + b,)“-‘, i=1,2 ,..., n,, j=1,2 ,..., np. 
(23) 
Then the previous example is a special case of a more general result: 
COROLLARY 2. 
Proof. Exactly parallel to that of the previous lemma. n 
We now resume the theme of the lemma. and state our main result. 
THEOREM. Confluent Hermitian Cuuchy matrices (formed from distinct 
elements) are diagonally signed. 
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Proof. Let C(e,,n,;e,,n,;...; e,,n,) be a confluent Hermitian Cauchy 
matrix, as defined in (4), (5). Let C/i,,, ,,,i,;j,,, ,,,j, denote the submatrices of C 
formed by deleting rows i,, . . . , i, and columns j,, . . . , j, of C. We must show 
that the sign of det C,i,, , i,; i,, _, i, is the same as the sign of the product of its 
diagonal entries, i.e. that 
n--s 
signdetC,il ..., i,:i, ..., i,=signJ~l (C/i, ,..., i,y,il.... .i,)jj. (25) 
whatever the choice of i,,i,,. . ., i,. 
The major part of the proof is a double induction on (a) the number s of 
the rows and columns deleted from C, and (b) the dimension n = ni + 
n,+ *** + nt of C. We use the term the number of deletions for the values 
of s. If s = 0, there are no deletions, and Equation (19) (Corollary 1) is the 
result required. 
The core of the proof uses a special case of Sylvester’s identity (Horn and 
Johnson, 1985, p. 22). It is that 
in which D is the determinant of a square matrix A, and the previous 
notation for deletion of rows and columns of matrices has been copied for 
determinants too. 
Note that is the row and the column associated with the end of a diagonal 
block are deleted from a confluent Cauchy matrix, the result is also a Cauchy 
matrix. We call deletions of this type diagonal-block-end deletions. They 
result in producing C/iii, where i = p1,p2, . . . or pt. We refer to other 
deletions producing C,i;i, where i z pl, pz, . . . or pt,. as interior deletions. 
The organization of the double induction is indicated schematically in 
Figure 1, and specified as follows. For a given s, induct on the dimension n, 
verifying the statement for that value of s and all values of n; then go on to 
the next s. One may think of this order as an inner inductive loop on n and 
an outer inductive loop on s. This order corresponds to a total ordering of the 
set of pairs (n, s> as (IO), (2,0), (3,0), . . ., (2, I>, (3, I>, (4, I),.. ., (3,2), 
(4,2),... . Thus, at any point in the induction, we may assume the theorem 
as stated (a) for fewer then some number k of deletions and all values of n, 
and (b) for precisely k deletions and all values of n in the range s < n < m, 
for some number m which is the dimension of C. 
The outer induction is initialized by dealing with the cases of all values of 
n, and s = 0. With s = 0, there are no interior deletions, C is a confluent 
Cauchy matrix (formed from distinct elements), and Equation (19) (Corollary 
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s 
k 
k-l 
Y ? El 2 x 
1” 
m m+l 
FK 1. A diagram displaying the induction. 
1) is the result required to establish (25) in this case. The inner induction 
needs to be initialized for the case of n = s + 1, for which the result is trivial. 
and for the case of n = s +2. It is easy to show that 
! 
2i -2 ( 1 i-l (e + c*)i--2i (?;“) ce + d*)l-i-j 
i+j-2 
( ) 
i_l (d+e*)‘_‘-j 
Zj-2 
i 1 
’ j_1 (d+d*)‘-“j I 
i, j = 1,2,3 >..., 
are diagonally signed when e z d, by obtaining first the result for the case of 
i = j = 1. These arguments complete the initialization of the inner loop. 
To treat the general case, we must show that (25) holds when n = m + 1, 
so that C is an (m + 1) X (m + 1) confluent Cauchy matrix, and s = k 
deletions have been made from it, leading to the principal submatrix 
’ ‘= ‘/i, ,..., ik:i, ,..., ik’ (27) 
Note that if any of the deletions i,, . , i, in (27) is a block-end deletion, then 
B may be viewed as a matrix formed by making k - 1 deletions from an 
rn X m confluent Cauchy matrix. In this circumstance, the inductive hypothe- 
sis applies directly, and there is nothing to prove. Not only may we assume 
the result in this case, but we may also assume, without loss of generality, 
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that all k deletions are interior. By performing, if necessary, a permutation of 
rows and columns (a similarity transformation), we may also assume, without 
loss of generality, that i, lies in the last index block of C. The inductive step 
consists of applying the identity (26) to the matrix A, which yields 
Since A is Hermitian, D,+,,,+ 1 = D&+ liit, and we substitute this result into 
(28) to produce 
The inductive hypothesis applies to D, because it originates from k - 1 
deletions from an (m + l>X(m + 1) matrix; D is denoted by X in the figure. 
The inductive hypothesis applies to D,i,,m+ l;ik,,n+ I, because it may be 
viewed as arising from k deletions from an m X m matrix; it is denoted by Y 
in the figure. The inductive hypothesis applies to D,,,,+l;N,+l, because it 
originates from k - 1 deletions from an m X m matrix; it is denoted by Z in 
the figure. Because the indices i, and m + 1 fall in the same index block of 
C, it follows from the inductive hypothesis that D and D,ik,n, + 1, ik 1,, + 1 have . , 
the same sign are nonnull. From (29), therefore, 
D/i~,ikD/m+l:m+l > O. (30) 
The determinant D/i,: ik originates from k deletions from an (m + 1) X (m + 1) 
determinant, and it is denoted by ? in the figure, because we wish to 
establish its sign. From (30), we have 
sign Dikii,= sign D,,,+linL+l. (31) 
Because C /I, ,..., ik-,.m+l:i,,. ..ik_,,m+l is diagonally signed (by hypothesis), 
m-k+1 
’ sign D,,,,+l;,,+l= sw ,Ql Cc/i, ,..., ik-l,m+l;il,..., i,_l,m+l)jj’ (32) 
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Because the indices ik and m + 1 lie in the same index block of C, 
m-k+1 
Cc/i, ,..., ik-l,m+l;il,..., i,_,.m+l)jj 
m-k+1 
= sign Kl 
j=l 
Cc/i, ,..., il;;il,..., it)jj' (33) 
Combining (31)-(33), we have 
m-k+1 
signdetC,i ,,.,,, ik,.iil ,.,,, i,,=sign I-I (C/i, ,.... i,;ill...,i,)jj’ (34) 
j=l 
and (34) is the conclusion required 
We are grateful to Professor S. 
comments on a drafi of this paper. 
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